Abstract. The Orlicz function and sequence spaces which are AM-spaces are characterized for both the Luxemburg-Nakano and the Amemiya (Orlicz) norm.
1. Preliminaries. Let WY SY m be a positive complete s-finite measure space and L 0 L 0 m the space of all (equivalence classes of) S-measurable real functions on W. Consider an Orlicz function f X 0Y I 3 0Y I , i.e., a convex nondecreasing function vanishing at zero (not identically 0 or I on 0Y I ) and define the functional I f X L 0 m 3 0Y I by the formula
The Orlicz space L f m is defined by L f m fx P L 0 m X I f xal`I for some l b 0g. This space is a Banach space with the following three norms: the Luxemburg-Nakano norm and called complementary to f in the sense of Young (see [5] , [8] , [9] , [10] ). For the counting measure m on N we obtain the Orlicz sequence space l f fx x n X I f xal I n1 fjx n jal`I for some l b 0g. It is well known that kxk f % kxk
Arch. Math. 69 (1997) 234 ± 242 0003-889X/97/030234-09 $ 3.30/0 Birkhäuser Verlag, Basel, 1997 and kxk f % 1 if and only if I f x % 1 (cf. [5] , [8] , [9] and [10] ). It is also known that kxk
). Baron and Hudzik [1] have proved that the only Orlicz spaces L f that are abstract
In this paper we will consider the limit case, namely we will solve the problem which Orlicz function spaces L f or Orlicz sequence spaces l f are AM-spaces. We will solve this problem for both the Luxemburg-Nakano and the Amemiya (Orlicz) norm. As we will see, Orlicz spaces L f and l f can be AM-spaces iff they are isometric to L I or l I under the isometry l Id for some l b 0.
Recall that a subspace XY k Á k of L 0 m is said to be a Banach function space if it is a Banach space satisfying the following condition: if x P L 0 Y y P X and jxtj % jytj m-a.e., then x P X and kxk % kyk.
A Banach function space X XY k Á k is an AM-space if k max xY yk max kxkY kyk for all 0 % xY y P XX 1
An equivalent and very useful condition on AM-space says that a Banach function space is an AM-space if and only if kx yk max kxkY kyk for all xY y P X with x c yY 2 where x c y means that m (supp x supp y 0 and the support supp x of a function x P X is defined (up to a set of measure zero) by the formula supp x ft P W X xt j 0g.
A Banach function space X has the Fatou property if 0 % x n 4 x with x n P XY x P L 0 and sup n kx n k`I imply x P X and kxk lim n3 I kx n k (see [7] and [8] ).
The Orlicz space L f m with both the Luxemburg-Nakano and the Amemiya norm is a Banach function space with the Fatou property.
2. Orlicz spaces over a nonatomic measure space which are AM-spaces. First of all we will prove that if an Orlicz function is finite-valued then the Orlicz function space cannot be an AM-space. We need to define for an Orlicz function f the following two parameters:
From the definition of Orlicz function we have u 0 f % u I fY u 0 f`I and u I f b 0. Vol. 69, 1997 Orlicz spaces which are AM-spaces gives that kx yk f b 1, and the Orlicz space L f m with the Luxemburg-Nakano norm k Á k f does not satisfy (2) which means that it is not an AM-space. Consider now the Orlicz space with the Amemiya norm and assume that u I f I . For any c b u 0 f there exists e b 0 such that 1 eu 0 f e`c. Choose A P S such that 0`mA`I and I f cc A fcmA % e. This is possible since our measure is nonatomic. Then
We will show that Ifk 0 c A b 0. If u 0 f 0, then this is obviously true. Let u 0 f b 0 and assume for the contrary that I f k 0 c A 0. Then it must be k 0 % u 0 f, and so
We can prove in the same way that
This yields that equality (2) does not hold, which gives that L f mY k Á k A f is not an AM-space. 
II. Assume that kc
In the analogous way we can prove that
is not an AM-space, and the proof is complete. (ii) (cf. [2] ). For 0 j x P L f m let A ft P W X jxtj b u I fkxk f g. Since fxc A akxk f I it follows that I Á mA I f xc A akxk f % I f xakxk f % 1. This gives that mA 0, i.e., jxtj % u I fkxk f m-a.e. on WY and (ii) follows. (ii) A (iii). We will prove first that (ii) implies that L f m L I m. Assume that x P L I m. Then, by (ii),
, there is l b 0 such that d I f lx`I . Then by the convexity of I f , we obtain
This means that ljxtja max f1Y dg % u I f m-a.e. in WY i.e. x P L I m. Since I f u I fxalkxk I I Vl P 0Y 1Y
we get
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Since the opposite inequality was also proved we obtain the equality
The implication (iii) A (i) follows immediately from the fact that L I m is an AM-space. This finishes the proof of the theorem. The next result concerns Orlicz spaces with the Amemiya norm. 
Necessity. From Theorem 1 we have that u I f`I . If u 0 f 0, then the Amemiya norm k Á k A f is strictly monotone, i.e., 0 % x % yY x j y m-a.e. imply kxk (2) . For the sake of completeness, we will repeat here the proof of strict monotonicity of k Á k A f from [3] . The assumption lim u3 I fuau I , which follows by u I f`I, gives that kyk A f 1 I f k 0 yak 0 for some positive k 0 (cf. [10] ). Then, since the convex function f is superadditive (cf. [5] , 1.19),
The last strict inequality follows from the facts that u 0 f 0 (or equivalently fu b 0 for u b 0 ) and x j y.
Assume now that u 0 f b 0 and u 0 f`u I f. Take e b 0 such that 1 eu 0 f`u I f À e and choose A P S with 0`mA`I and such that and, similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1,
where B & AY B P S is such that mB mBnA mAa2X This yields that equality (2) does not hold, and the proof is finished.
R e m a r k 1 . If mW I , then conditions u I f`I and fu I f 0 from Theorem 2 and u 0 f b 0Y u I f`I and u 0 f u I f from Theorem 3 are equivalent. This means that in the case of nonatomic infinite measure space the Orlicz space with the Luxemburg-Nakano norm is an AM-space if and only if the Orlicz space with the Amemiya norm is also an AM-space, and this is equivalent to the fact that fu 0 for 0 % u % u 0 and fu I for u b u 0 for some u 0 b 0. The difference can appear only in the case when mW`I . E x a m p l e 1 . For a fixed c b 0 and p^1 let
3. Orlicz sequence spaces which are AM-spaces. In Orlicz sequence spaces the case of Luxemburg-Nakano norm is easy again. (4) does not hold, i.e., either u 0 f 0 or u 0 f j u I f. If u 0 f 0, then l f is strictly monotone (see [6] ), so it cannot be an AM-space. If u 0 f j u I f, then there exists u b 0 such that 0`fu`I . Then we can find v P 0Y u and a natural number n such that nfv 1. Define
We have I f x I f y nfv 1 and so kxk f kyk f 1. Moreover, I f x y 2nfv 2. Thus kx yk f b 1 max kxk f Y kyk f , which means that l f with the Luxemburg-Nakano norm is not an AM-space.
The case of Orlicz sequence space with the Orlicz norm contains more possibilities. Denote by f
